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Heat Treat News

National Heat Treat/Houston, Texas. Several weeks ago we mentioned about this brand new
commercial heat treat in Houston, Texas but below you will find the official press release of the
grand opening. In the press release it mentions National as having the largest commercial vacuum
furnace in the US Southwest. This can be seen in the second photo below. May 30/2013
"National Heat Treat (NHT) celebrated its official opening of a key facility in Houston, Texas
recently. The event showcased NHT's state-of-the-art, 50,000-square-foot, thermal processing
plant and infrastructure, including the largest commercial vacuum furnace in the southwest
United States .National Heat Treat's (NHT's) opening of its new state-of-the-art facility, joined
by, in order of appearance, Houston Mayor Pro-Tem/City Council Member Ed Gonzalez,
www.themonty.com/heattreatnews.htm
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by, in order of appearance, Houston Mayor Pro-Tem/City Council Member Ed Gonzalez,
Harris County Sheriff Adrian Garcia, seven-time world champion basketball player Robert
Horry, in addition to NHT Team Members Mike Kim, Robert Gutierrez and David Veiseh".

"The event marked the completion of another key phase for NHT, with the new Houston facility
also housing the highest operating temperature commercial open fire furnace in Texas. Pursuant
to NHT's second phase of its 2013 Houston facility rollout, July will also bring the largest
commercial batch furnace in Texas. The next two phases will be completed over the next twelve
months and involve additional significant investments in technology, equipment, and industry
experts, fortifying the company's status as a national leader in the coming years. "We're excited
to give customers the opportunity to actually see our capabilities," said Leo Martinez, head of
NHT's sales and marketing divisions. "We've dedicated a tremendous amount of resources
toward what we believe is the most cutting-edge heat treating operation in this region. Our
facility and equipment put us at a unique advantage in serving Texas businesses that may have
previously needed to outsource their specialized heat treating needs to entirely different parts of
the country. Now they can get it done effectively and efficiently in terms of time and costs, right
in their backyard."

Used Equipment Available. Our latest addition is a 36" X 48" X 32" Batch IQ Line-an item
very hard to find. Also new is a Guler Ion nitrider with Ammonia Dissociater, a Sunbeam Pit
Carburizing furnace in excellent condition, 2 Rotary Drum Washers, a SBS Air Cooled Heat
Exchanger a Surface Super 30 Line and a Surface Super 30 Temper. Our used equipment
section is complete and up to date and includes some terrific bargains-have a look at what is new.
If you don't see what you are looking for please let us know and we should be able to find it for
you. jordan@themonty.com May 30/2013
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